UCAP
Approved Minutes
11/11/14
Present: Rhonda Dass, Julie Kerr-Berry, Pat McKinzie, Rajiv Kapadia, Kevin Elliott, Kellian Clink for Jenny
Turner
Guest: John Lindberg
Dr. Lindberg (Department of Music, College of Arts and Humanities) came to discuss a major curricular
project in that will be coming forth to UCAP next week or shortly thereafter. They are renumbering
courses to a) discern between performance and other courses and b) help delineate the differences
between courses at different levels of student learning. Some will be modifications, others will be new
courses. The Memo Lindberg reviewed at our meeting will be included as an attachment, along with
pertinent sections of the minutes Dass will work with Cronn-Mills to help with any technology magic that
needs to happen.
The group gave final approval to the Music, World Languages, English, URSI, AIS proposals from 10/28/14
—proposals numbered 7138, 7664-7669, 8381, 8416-8418, 8402, 8406, & 8445.
They reviewed old Chemistry proposals and gave tentative approval: 7457, 7510, 7514, and 8374.
They reviewed new Physics and Electrical and computer engineering proposals and gave tentative
approvals to numbers 8462, 8463, 8466 and 8458, 8500 & 8501. .
They discussed the Honors proposal (last paper one before they come through on CDS) and will ask to
see actual courses to fully understand the differences between the Honors sections and others.
Policies under review comments:


Academic Re-Evaluation: Looking for a date of adoption? Unclear?



Continuing & Professional Education : No Comments



Illumination Standards, No Comments



Lock, Key & Electronic Access Control : No Comments



Minors on Campus: Writing needs to clear up several issues: AND or OR between clauses.
Guardian/Parent could be parent, grandparent? Really unclear.



Pets on Campus: Are fish pets?



Post-Secondary Enrollment Option. Noted that students with lots of PSEO sometimes feel
pressed to declare a major before they are ready



Protection of Human Subjects in Research. No Comments

Meeting adjourned at 4:55.

Respectfully submitted,

Kellian Clink for Jenny Turner

